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Abstract--We propose a procedure to approximate he solution of a degenerate parabolic equation 
describing the dynamics of a one-sex population with spatial diffusion. We use a finite difference method 
along the characteristic age--time direction combined with finite elements in the spatial variables. Error 
estimates are derived for this approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the approximation of the solution u(a, t, x) of the age distribution function in 
a one-sex population which moves locally in a bounded domain fl ~ R 2. Here a will denote the 
age, t the time and x = (x, y) the spatial variables. The number of individuals in the age bracket 
(at, a2) is then given by the integral 
f [  N u(a, t, x) da, 
I 
where N is some scaling factor such as the initial size of the population. For simplicity we shall 
take N to be 1. 
Following Refs [1, 2] we shall use the following degenerate parabolic equation to describe the 
dynamics of the population: 
Ou Ou 
dt+-~a-~. (k (p )u~p)=-#u,  a>0,  0<t<T,  xef2,  (1) 
where we have omitted the explicit writing of the time and spatial variables as arguments as we 
shall do throughout the paper when there is no ambiguity; the nonnegative function # = #(a, t, x) 
is called the age-specific mortality rate, 
q(a, t, x) = k(p)u~p, (2) 
is the flux of individuals aged a at time t at the point x, 
p(t, x) = fo  u(a, t, x) da, (3) 
is the total population, and ~ = (~/dx, d/~y). Boldface characters, as well as a tilde under a 
character, will be used to indicate vectors. 
The flux we consider here is one that results in directed dispersal in the direction of least 
crowding. Other fluxes have been considered (e.g. q = k(p)~u to give a random dispersal in 
Refs [1, 3], among others), and our present analysis readily extends to those cases. 
The initial age distribution is given by 
u(a, O, x) = u°(a, x), (4) 
where u ° is a smooth, nonnegative, compactly supported function in the age variable; specifically, 
we shall assume that 
u°(a, x) ---- 0, for a >t M. 
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Finally, the birth rate u(O, t, x) satisfies 
u(0, t, x) = B(t, x) = .f~/~(a, t x)u(a, t, x) da, (5) 
where the nonnegative function fl is called the age-specific birth rate of the population, and the 
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition 
q .~=0,  x ¢ t3f~, (6) 
is imposed to describe a population without immigration or migration. The vector £ will denote 
the outward unit normal to 0~. We shall assume that fl and # are continuously differentiable 
functions with bounded erivatives. 
Several authors have treated various theoretical spects of equations (1)--(6); we refer the reader 
to Refs [1-5], just to mention a few. The numerical solution of this problem in the ease of a linear 
flux q = k(x)~u was carried out in Ref. [6]. A finite difference method of characteristics was 
employed in Ref. [7] for the case without diffusion. The numerical analysis of a similar two-sex 
model without spatial diffusion was done in Refs. [8, 9], respectively, by the finite difference method 
of characteristics and by a finite element method in the age variables with Crank-Nieolson time 
discretization. The analysis of the two-sex model with diffusion, as well as that for models with 
spatial transport, immigration and emigration, will be done elsewhere. 
It can be shown that the initial-boundary value problem (1)--(6), with the initial and boundary 
conditions (4)-(6) satisfying some compatibility and regularity constraints, has a unique solution 
u which is compactly supported in the age variable for any time t (see, for example Refs [1, 3]). 
Specifically, 
u(a,t ,x)=O, for a>>.t +M.  
Note that this implies that all the integrals which appear in this paper are really over a finite 
interval. 
2. A REFORMULATION OF THE MODEL 
Following Ref. [l], we shall consider a modified version of the initial-boundary value problem 
(1)--(6). Namely, we shall introduce the age profile function v = u/p which satisfies the equation 
Ot+-~a-k (p)~p '~v=-v  #+ ( f l - I~)vda , a>0,  0<t<T,  xef l ,  (7) 
0 
and the initial and boundary conditions 
u°(a,x) , v(0, t ,x )=fo f lvda ,  1 Op - q .x= k (p)v~ = O. (8) v (a, 0, x) = 
oU°(a, x) da P 
Integrating equation (l) in a and using conditions (2)-(6), it is easy to see that the population 
function p satisfies 
fo Ot 7" (k(p)p~p) = p (fl - I~)v da, (9) 
with the initial and boundary conditions 
f0 ~ ~gp 
p(0, x) = u°(a,x)da, k (p)p~v=O.  (10) 
Finally, by introducing the "characteristics" ~ '= ((~b')l, (~b~)2) as solutions of 
c3~ (t ,x)= -k(p(t ,~'(t ,x)))p(t ,~'(t ,x))[(~p)(t ,  ck'(t,x))], ~b'(z,x)=x, (l l) 
dt . . . .  
and letting 
w(a, t, x) = v(a, t, ~°(t, x)), 
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we see that system (7)-(10) can be replaced by the modified system, with unknowns 0', w and p 
given, respectively, by equation (11) 
Ot+~a=- -w I~+ ( f l -#)wda , a>0,  0<t<T,  x~f/ ,  
o 
w(a, O, x) w°(a, x) u°(a, x) = = , a I>0,  x~t ' l ,  
fo U°(a, x) da 
w(0, t, x) = f lwda, O<t<<.T, 
w(a,t,x)>~O, a>~O, O<t<~T, 
fo ~ w da = l, O < t <~ T, x ~ fl, 
x ~f2, 
x E~, 
w(a, t ,x)~O asa- -s ,  O<t<~T, x~f~, 
(12) 
and 
;o 8t ~ ' (k (p )py .p )=p ( f l -#)w(a,t ,O'(O,x))da,  0<t<T,  x~t'l," 
p(0, x) = fo  u°(a' x) da, x e II, 
k(p)p~v=O,  O<t<~T, x~Ofl,  
p(t,x)~>0, O<t~T,  xef~. 
(13) 
Note that the variable x in equations (12) appears only as a parameter. It is possible to solve 
equations (12) for w independently of equations (11) and (13). Once w has been found, equations 
(11) and (13) form a coupled system for p and 0 which, for some special cases, has been analyzed 
in Ref. [1]. This formulation has the advantage of separating the hyperbolic and the degenerate 
parabolic behavior of equation (1), and so, in particular, the function w is smoother than u (see 
= w(a, t, c~', o)p(t, x) Hence, once w, ~ and p have been approxi- Ref. [1]). Note that u(a, t, x) . ] . . 
mated, an approximation to u(aj, t", x) can be immediately obtained'from this expression. 
3. A NUMERICAL  METHOD FOR w 
It has been shown in Ref. [1] that, for w ° sufficiently smooth [that is, for u ° in equation (4) 
sufficiently smooth], equations (12) have a unique solution 
w e Cl([0, oo) x [0, T]; C°(fl)) n C°([0, oo) x [0, T]; C2(I'I)). 
We shall begin by discretizing equations (12) with a variant of the finite difference method of 
characteristics employed in Ref. [7] as follows. Let S > 0 be a fixed integer and let At = T/S and 
t "= n At, 0 ~< n ~< S. Since an animal species ages at the same rate as time passes, the age 
discretization parameter will be taken to be identical to the time discretization parameter. Let 
f¢ = {ai--i At, 0 ~</< oo} be the grid for the age discretization. We seek a discrete function 
W = WT(x) which approximates the value wi-" - w(a, t", x). We shall use the notation 
f 7 = f(a,, t"), 
for any function f of the arguments a and/or t. Initially, 
W~ = w°(a,), i >I O. (14) 
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For n > 0, i >I 0, let W7 be the solution of the (linear) system: 
WT- WTS|~At Wg== --W~Ikt~ + flT"WT"At./ffi~ -#j_~'"-|xW"-|j_~ At], i>/1,1 
jffil 
Let 
(15) 
denote the error in w and let 
(7=wT-WT,  i>~O, O<~n<~S, (16) 
iffiO 
II~ll,~(,,)= max {11~71[,~}, 
O~n~S 
t1~11,~(,~,= max sup {1~71}. 
O~n~S i;~O 
(17) 
Note that we can approximate he derivative of w in the direction of the characteristic by a first 
order accurate finite difference: 
Ow w(a.  t ~) - w(ai_ |, + 0 At-~ 2 , (18) 
V/2 ~ (a,, t ", x) = At 
where ~= l/v/2(l, 1) is the characteristic direction associated with the differential operator 
d/dt + d/Oa. Also note that the first equation in equation (15) can be written in the explicit form: 
W n-  | 
i - - I  
WT= [ ,,_lxW._| At], i~>l, (19) 
l+At  #~+j=,~ (fl~_-,|-~,j_,, j_, j 
where the last term in the denominator is 
AtO(ll/~ [10.~ + t[l~ II0.~ + II~ ILo.~atllw IIL~(,I)+ fIG'-' N,'])" 
Since we shall show that II~ I],~(#)= O(At) it follows that, for At sufficiently small, 
O<~ WT<~(I +C At)WT__-t ~, i,n >~ l. 
Observe that equation (19) together with equation (14) and the last equation in Section 1 imply 
that all the sums which appear in this paper are really carried over finitely many indices 
[0 ~<j ~< N(1 + M/T)]. We establish now the optimal rate of convergence of approximation (15) 
to the exact solution of equations (12). 
Theorem 3.1 
Let the solution w of equations (12) be continuously differentiable with hounded erivatives. 
Then, with the notation of equation (16) and (17) and At sufficiently small, 
I1~ [I,~,,~, < c At, 
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where C is independent of At. 
Proof. The following error equations follow from equations (12), (14), (15) and (18): 
I - -~ j - I  n n n - I  n-- I  ~- = - ( ,# ,  - w7 (flT-gT)w da - (]~;...-i I --#y_,)W~_, At 
j= l  
+ O(At) -- (7 ~ (fl~-,' -- #~--,l)w~--, I At
j= l  
--~' (flT-,I . -  ,~r. - '  (20) --~7 --/aj_~)~j_~ At, i ,n>/ l ,  
j= l  
~'g= ~ f l ; (yAt+O(At),  n/>0, 
j= l  
(°=0,  i~>0. 
Using the mean value theorem to lag the integral in equations (20) to the previous time level and 
then replacing it by a sum, together with the boundedness of w, fl and #, the first equation in 
equations (20) yields the relation 
(1 - C At - C At [1("- '11,,)1¢71 ~< (1 + C at)l£7=,' I + O((At)s). (21) 
The second one implies that 
Iczl < c'II¢"II,, + o(At), (22) 
where C '= II#II,~,L~,. Next multiply relation (21) by At and sum on/ to  see that 
(1 - C At - C At I1~"-' II,,)lt¢"ll,, < (1 ÷ c at)ll¢"-'ll,, + o((At)s). (23) 
We claim relation (23) implies that, for 0 ~< n ~< S, 
11¢% < c At, 
which, combined with relations (21) and (22), yields the theorem. 
Let f ( t )  be a nonnegative, twice continuously differentiable function such that 
f(t") = I1¢"11,,. o <.  < s. 
It follows from relation (23) that 
- CAt +f ' (t")  <~ 
then, we see that 
f ( t"  + At) - f ( t " )  
At 
<<. C[f(t"  + At) + f(t") + f(t"  + At)f(t") + At] 
<. C[2f(t") + f(t")( f ( t")  + At) + At]; 
f ' ( t )  <~ C[f2(t)  + (2 + At)f(t) + At], 
which in turn implies that 
f ( t )  -- r I ~< f(0) -- r, exp(x/4 + (At) 2 CT), 
~'~yT~ r-; 
where 
and 
j + 1+ = - - -÷  O((At)2), 
O~t~L 
O <<. t <<. T, 
2 I+  ~<-2. 
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Hence, if At is sufficiently small, so that r)(1 - r2)exp(x/~+ (At)2CT) - r 2 - (1 - rl) 1> 0, and 
then also 
f(0) ~< rl (I -- r2)exp(x/4 + (At) 2 CT) - r2(l - rl) 
(1 -- r2)exp(x/~ + (At)2CT) - 1 + rl 
f (t)  ~< 1, O<~t~T.  
This shows that the sequence {II("N,, }0.<,.<s i bounded provided the first term in the sequence, 
II 01l,i, is sufficiently small. For an alternative proof of this fact we refer to gel. [10]. The third 
equation in system (20) shows that, in fact, [](°ll t, = 0. Our claim now follows from relation (23) 
by absorbing the term C At H("- ' lit, on the left-hand side in the preceding one and using the discrete 
Gronwall inequality. This concludes our proof. 
4. A NUMERICAL  METHOD FOR p AND ~. 
We shall use a modification of the method of Ref. [1 l] to approximate p while simultaneously 
approximating ~ (which is the solution of a system of ordinary differential equations) by Euler's 
method. Observe that p is not very regular since it is the solution of a porous medium type equation. 
Let us simplify the notation by introducing an antiderivative of k(p)p. Let 
d,, 
a(p)  = (24) 
0, p<0.  
Note that the flux which appears in equations (13), is now just ]~tr, and thus equations (13) can 
be rewritten in the form 
where we have set 
-rOt - A¢(p) = R(t, d/(O,~ x))p, 0 < t < T, x ~ fl, ] 
0~ 
~v=O, O<t<<.T, x~Of~, 
(25) 
0 ~< n ~< S, satisfy 
fo ;; pO = u ° da, ao = k(s)s ds, (28) 
and, for 1 ~< n ~< S, 
At 
(P"- -P"- ' ,X)+--~ (~26",~()=At((pR(~*b-o))",X), X ~ V, } 
(a", ~O ) = (a (p"), ~b ), ~b e IV, (29) 
R(t, y) = [fl(a, t, y) - (#(a, t, y)lw(a, t, y) da, (26) 
while equation (11) is rewritten as 
cgqv 
0--~- = ( -2tr(P))(~') '  ~'(z, x) = x. (27) 
Note that equation (26), together with the assumptions on the data, imply that R is uniformly 
bounded. 
Let us introduce the following notation: for any function f(t)  we let 
f "=~ ,,_f(s)ds, l<~n<<.S. 
We reformulate now form (25) in time-discrete weak form as follows: (a",p")e V x W, 
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obtained by integrating equations (13) in time over the interval (t "-~, t'). Here we have set 
7 t V=Hl(f~)c~ ~v=0,  on0f~ , 
W = L:(f~), 
denoted the standard L2-inner product by ( ' ,  • ), and chosen some positive constant 2 smaller than 
the reciprocal of the Lipschitz constant for a, L, [which, in view of equations (24), exists for p in 
any bounded interval]. Note that equations (29) are equivalent to the first equation in equations 
(25) by letting At tend to zero. We shall use the notation [1 • I1,. l ~ R, to indicate the standard norm 
in the Sobolev space n'(t)), and the notation I1 II,J,.,,. J I> 1, to denote the time-discrete//-norm 
of the standard Hl(f~)-norm: II(ll" IIn,,o,)tl,J,0.~ 
Let {4}h-0 be a regular family of triangulations of f~ of characteristic parameter h, and, 
associated to it, let us consider the following finite element subspaces of V and W: 
7 } V h = {continuous piecewise linear polynomials on 4}  n ~ = 0 on Off , 
W h = {discontinuous piecewise constant polynomials on 4}.  
We shall use the L2-projection onto W h, given by 
( f - / - / f ,~h)=0,  ~,eW h, 
and the H~-projection onto V h, given by 
(~[g -  Fl'g], ~Z)+(g  - IIg, z )=O,  )~ ~ W h. 
We shall need an approximation of R, p, naturally given by replacing w in equation (26) by the 
continuous age-time piecewis¢ bilinear interpolant W of its nodal approximation I4"7, 0 <~ n <~ S, 
0 ~< i, given by equation (15) and prolonged by zero outside f~: 
p (t, y) = [fl (a, t, y) - # (a, t, y)] W(a, t, y) da. 
Note that Theorem 3.1 and a compactness argument in the spatial variables how that the function 
p just defined is uniformly bounded in [0, 7"] x N 2. 
The finite element method we shall analyze is the discrete version of equations (28) and (29), 
combined with backward Euler differences for 4~ in equation (27); namely, we seek functions 
E"(x) ~ W h x W h, P" ~ W h and Z" ~ V h, such that"  
tr°(x) = [/7 x rt](x),  
(P° -p° , f f )=0,  f leW h, 
(~[z  0 _ ~0], 2x  ) = (~0 _ z 0, x ), x ~ v", 
n- - I  
~"(x) = ~"°(x) + At ~ 2Z', n > 0, (30) 
iff i0 
At ( ~ ) 
(Z" ,Z)+- -~(~Z' ,~ IZ)= a(P" - I )+  P"-lp(~F"),g , geV h, n>0,  
(P"-P"-I,O)=).(Z"-(r(P"-'),~/), J/EW h, n>0.  
This means that we initialize the scheme with the L:-projection H x H of (~0 onto the space of 
discontinuous piecewise constant vector functions W h x W h, the L2-projectiSn 11 of p0 into W h, 
and the H~-projection//~ of tr ° into V h, and then compute sequentially an approximation to ~ by 
backward Euler, an approximation to tr by a Galerkin method, and, finally, an approximation to
p by correcting the one at the previous time-level by adding a multiple of the L2-projection of the 
difference Z"-a (P" -~) ;  more explicitly, 
P" = e" - '  + 2[FIZ" - a(P"- t)]. (31) 
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The next to last equation in equations (30) results in a linear system of algebraic equations with 
a symmetric positive definite matrix and, thus, is uniquely solvable. 
Following Ref. [11], we shall find it useful to introduce the function 
y(s) = s - 2tr(s). (32) 
Next, let us introduce the notation Af for the antiderivative that vanishes at t = 0 of the 
nondecreasing integrable function f:  
A:(t) = J0f(r ) dr, (33) 
where f(0) = 0 and f has a bounded derivative on bounded intervals. It is easy to see that, then, 
the following relation holds: 
2Hf, HL f2(t)<~Ar(t)<, t 2, t >~O. (34) 
I I  I I  
We shall demonstrate he stability of the numerical scheme proposed. 
Theorem 4.1 
Let fl be a convex polygon and let t~(p) be Lipschitz continuous growing at least linearly at 
infinity (that is, IPl ~< c, + c2la(p)[). Then, 
S 
liP It,-,L=)+ II~(P)II,~,L=, + [l~z[l~(.)+ E liP'- eJ-'ll0 ~< c. 
j=t 
where C is independent of h and At. 
Proof. Note that equations (31) and (32) imply that 
1 
I IZ" = -~ (P" - P" - i )  + a(P" - l )  
= i'tr( ) + [p.  _ y (p . - , )  + y(p.)  y (p . -  t)]. (35)  
Since P"~ W h, using the definition o f /1  together with equations (33) and (35), the mean value 
theorem, the relation a(a - b) = ½[a 2 - b 2 + (a - b)2], and the fact that y is nondecreasing, we see 
that ( ,n . ) (  ) 
-At ' Z" p .  _ p , -  I = 7~ , nz" 
l / l ,) 1 1 ) 
2At P" -P"  "¢ (P" ) -2Y(P -  +2 _ - p +~ [Y(P") -~' (P" - ' ) ]  
>-'T~ (tLe"llg- [lP"-' II°~ + l ie"-  P"-' [Ig+ (2' &'(P"-') - &'(P"))) 
+ (1, Ao(P") - Ao(P"-'))]. 
Multiply this relation by 2 At and add over n, ! <~ n ~< r. Using relation (34) we obtain the following 
relation: 
] 2 ~_, (P" P"-',Z")~.2 Ile'llg-tle°llg+ ~" [IP"-P"-'II~+(2'A;'(P°)-A'(P')) 
n=l  n=l  
+ (1, Ao(P') - Ao(P°)) 
l[ 1 >-- ~ IIP'llg-IIPOllg + E liP"- P"-'llg +'ll~'(PO)ilg -'[le'llg 
! 
"~" ~O [['(Pr) N2° -- ~-~ IIP0[I0~' (36) 
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where we have used the fact that 117'I[L~ < I. Next, note that equations (35), the assumption on 
the growth of ~ at infinity, and the uniform boundedness of p imply that 
I (P"- ' (p (t~"), z")[ = I (p" - 'p  (tr"), nz") I 
= P"-'p(~F"),~ [P" + a(P" -  
~< Q IIP"-'ll0 ~ +~ l iP"- P"-'llg + ~ll~(P"-')llo: 
~<Q +2~ tIP"- P°-'II°~ + Q II~(P"-I)II°~' 
which, multiplied by 2 At and added over n, 1 ~< n ~< r, gives the relation 
[ At r .='~" (P"-lP(~F")'2AtZ")I <~o_+- L II1""-P"-' =+'~ T, II~(e"-')l[o~A/. (37) 
i~ n=l  0 ~{'n=l  
Using equation (31) we rewrite now the next to last equation of equations (30) in the following form: 
' --~ , Z + (•Z",  7X)  = (P" - 'p (F" ) ,  Z) + ~-~ ([17 - I IZ" ,  X), (38) 
Let us take ~( = 2 AtZ" in equation (38), add over n, 1 ~< n ~< r, and use relations (36) and (37), and 
the fact that the last term on the right-hand side of equation (38) is nonpositive to conclude that 
IIPrl]o 2+ Ittr(P')l[o 2+ .=,~ liP"-P"-'ll2o + .=,~' II~z"[12At ~<Q(I + ][P°ll2 + .=,~' Ha(P"-I)II~At). (39) 
The theorem now follows from relation (39) using the discrete Gronwali inequality. 
Remark 4.1 
If u ° in equation (4) satisfies u ° e L'([0, oo); L =([~)) [which implies that p0 6 L ~(f~)] and the 
triangulations ~ are of acute type (which guarantees that the discrete maximum principle for the 
Laplacian holds), then the argument of Ref. [1 l] for the stability in maximum norm can be 
reproduced here to show that 
II P II,~,L-, -< c. 
To conclude, we shall prove now the convergence of scheme (30). We shall assume that Poincar6's 
inequality holds for a and holds on V h. This is the case, for example, if a(p(t, ~)) = 0 for some 
point ~ef~, 0 ~< t ~< T, and i is a node of all the triangulations in {~}. 
Theorem 4.2 
Let f2 be a convex polygon and let a(p) be Lipschitz continuous growing at least linearly at 
infinity (that is, ~p[ ~< C~ + (?2 [a(p)[). Assume that u ° in equation (4) satisfies u°e L ~([0, oo); L ~(f~)), 
Atr(u °) e L'(f2), and the family of triangulations i of acute type (that is, all the internal angles q, 
of any triangle satisfy ~o ~< n/2). Then, for k(p) = O(p-"), 0 < t /< 1, as p --*0 in equations (24), 
and for h = O(At), the following error bound holds for any constant C > 0, with a constant Q 
independent of h and At (but dependent upon C): 
s 2 
AtllEol[g + ~=oAty~E~, o+ llE~ll~,_,,o, + ll~llg~o At, O<~s <~ C(At)-L 
n=o n 
Also, if the right-hand side of equation (25) equals R(t, (Y(O, x))to(t, x), where o9(t, x) is a known 
function (such as an initial guess for p(t, x) in an iterative procedure), then, for any k(p) sufficiently 
regular, the following estimate holds with a constant Q independent of h and At: 
II~ - zll,.-,L:, ÷ lip - el l ,~, .  ,, + I1~'1,=0- FII,~,~:, ~ Q (At) '/2 + h'/2 + ~  • 
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Proof Our proof will follow closely that of Ref. [11]. Let ~( t )=~' [ ,=0-~ ""-j, 
E. ( t )=a( t ) -Z  "-t and Ep(t)=p(t) -P  "-~, for te[t"-~,t"), l <<.n<<.S. The following error 
equations follow from the mean value theorem, equations (27)-(32) and (35): 
= x - ~(x )  = O(h), 
~_.,~ = X - -  F° (x )  -~- ~ mt2[~ i - -  Z i -  1] _[_ O(At )  
i=] (40) 
= ~ At2E~-I + O(h + At), 1 ~< n ~< S, 
i=l 
(2 E°, 2Z) = - ( E°, Z), Z 6 V~, "] 
E"~ = a(p") - I'IZ" + [17 - I]Z" ) (41) 
1 
=a(p") -cr(P"- ' ) -~ (P"-  e"-') + [II - I]Z", l <~ n <~ S, 
and 
(E °, ~)  = o, ~, ~ w h, 7 
E~= 2E~ + 2[ I -  H]Z" + [y(p")- v(P"-')], l <~n <~ S.} 
Also, equation (38) can be rewritten as 
(P" - P" - ' ,  Z) + At(2Z", 2Z) = At(P"-'p(~'), Z) + 2( [ / / -  I]Z", Z), Z ~ Vh. (42) 
Subtracting equations (42) from (29) and adding over n, 1 ~< n ~< r, leads to 
(Erp-E°p,Z)+At ~ E" = - r (2 , ,2z )  At ~ ((PR(4,'I,=o))" P" - 'O(~) ,Z) -2E  ([// - /]Z", z), 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
x~Vh, l~<r~<S. (43) 
Following Ref. [11] we take Z = At[//~0" - Z '] in equation (43) and add over r, 1 ~< r ~ s. It follows 
that, for 1 ~<s ~< S, 
(Ep(t),E,(t))dt + (At) 2 2 [6"-Z"],2[//'ff~-Z~] 
r=l r - t  r= l  n=l 
 f,r t = (u(t)-u',E.(t))dt + At(u r -  ur,[I--ll']# r) 
r= l  r - I  r= l  
+ ~ At ~ At((pR(~'[,=o))"- e" - 'P (~) , / / ,#r  Zr). (44) 
r= l  n=l  
It was shown in Ref. [1 1] that, since Poincar~'s inequality holds in V h and also holds for a, then 
the left-hand side of equation (44) can be bounded below by 
~llE. IIz2((0.,.):L-'(n))+ 2 E. ( t )d t -Q(At+h) ,  (45) 
q 
while the first four terms on the right-hand side equation (44) are bounded by 
"~ 2fo E.(t)dt o+Q(h+At+h~At ). (46) 
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We must obtain a bound for the last term on the right-hand side equation (44). Note that this term 
can be rewritten in the form 
At ((pR(~'[, =o))" -- P"- ' p(~F"). Eo(t ) + [17' - I]ff') dt, 
r= l  r - ln=l  
and, using the approximation properties of H ', the mean value theorem, the uniform boundedness 
of R, and the last equation of equations (40) and Remark 4.1, we can bound its absolute value by 
[[EaHL2((O.ts):L2(t~))2 + ~ Atll(PR(~,[,=0))._ 2 C ~ At P"- 'p(~)] lo  ~+ I1(" -m IIL=,o.,,,~=,o,, 
r= l  n : l  
~< ~ I[E.][z2,,o.,,,:L2tn))+ C h 2 + max [l(pR(#l,=o))"--p"R(rk%=o)[[g 
I <~n<<_s - -  
+ r=, ~ At .=,~ Atll(p.-P"-')R(O'%=o)llg+ ,=,£ At .=,~ AtIIP"-'[R(O"I,=o)-R(F")]IIgl 
2 2 
-< ~ [lEo I1~,o.,,,: ~2,°,, 
+C[  h2+(At)2+ r=[  ~ At ,= At llP" -- P"- ' [[20 + r= l  ~ At ~=AtV.E"~-' 20]. (47) 
We need to bound the term 
AtIIP ° -  r - ' l l o  ~ 
n=l  
Let f~s = {x e D: Ip"(x)l ~ At, and I e.-'(x)t -< at}. Then the inverse function of a, a - '  exists for 
x ¢ f~s, and 
I1~-' IIL~,o,o~, Q( At),-', 
where Q is independent of At, n, and S. It follows that 
2At, X~s ,  
I(P" - P"-')(x)[ ~ (Q + 2) At + la-J(o)l [[tr(p") - a(P"-')(x)l, x e fAf~, 
for some 0 = tr(/~), p lying between p" and P"- I. Therefore, for all x • f~, 
[p" -- P"-'] ~< (Q + 2) At + Q(At)"-'ia(p ") - a (e" - ' )1 .  
Thus, using relation (31), we see that 
[p" - 1""-'[ <. c[at + (At),-'[~(p") - ~(P.-') l] 
= C[At + (At)"-t(ET, + 2 -'(P" - P"-') + (1 - / / )Z")] .  
which implies that 
I[P"- P"-' I1o: <- c At + C(At)°-'tlle:llg + ~- ' l l e " -  e"-'l[o ~ + h~ll~rll~ol- 
Hence, 
,48' 
n=]  n=]  
It follows from relations (44)-(48) that, for 1 ~< s ~ S, 
IIEoIIL2,,o,,,;L2,o,, + y. ~ 0 ~ Ilg".ll~o(t)dt 
r= l  1 n - I  
£ At ~ AteE: 2 h2] + +h +At +~-~ . (49) 
r= l  n=l  0 
42 F.A. MILr~R 
Let h = x At, x > 0 fixed, and let 
a,--- [IE~[It(t)dt+ At , l~<r<~S. 
n=l  n - I  n~l  
According to relations (41) and (49) the nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers 
s {a,},= ~ satisfies the relations 
at = Ileollt(t) dt + At •eo(t)dt <~ O((At)2), 
0 0 
a,<~Q[At+(At)"-I ~o, l<<.s<~S 
The discrete Gronwall inequality implies that, for any E > 0 and 1 ~< s ~< S, 
as ~< Q A/J1 + exp((1 + E)Q(s - l)(At)")(1 + E + al(At)"-~)], 
which in turn says that, for 1 ~< s ~< C(At)-" and E > 0 fixed, 
as ~< K At, (50) 
where K = Q[1 + (1 + (1 + 2E)exp((1 + E)QC)] is independent of S, h and At. This provides the 
desired bound for the first two terms in the first part of the theorem. A bound for the third term, 
s 2 Ilepll. ,,o,. follows from condition (50), exactly as in Ref. [11], by introducing the Green and 
discrete Green operators associated with the Laplacian. We omit that argument here. The indicated 
bound for 5¢ is an immediate consequence of equations (40) and (50). 
In order to prove the second part of the theorem it suffices to observe that the term 
At ~ At lip n- P"-'llt 
r= l  n=l  
does not appear in relation (47) in the case that the right-hand side of (25) is independent ofp and, 
therefore, relation (49) reads in that case 
2 ~ f/'E~(t)dt :o<< [ h2 r~= At ~ At~E~ 21 IIE~IIL~,0.,,):L2,,,,+ Q h +At  +~-~ + .
• =1 n=l  
The discrete Gronwall argument just used leads to condition (50) for any k sufficiently smooth and 
for a//s, 1 ~< s ~< S. The theorem follows then in exactly the same manner as before, using the Green 
operator argument of Ref. [11] and equations (40). 
Remark 4.2 
The first part of the theorem provides an error bound for small t only, where the allowable values 
of t depend on the constant r/, 0 < ~/< 1, which measures the rate of growth of k near zero. The 
limiting case r /= 1 corresponds to the case ~r(p)= O(p) near zero, which [for a(p) positive] 
transforms equations (25) into a nondegenerate parabolic problem and, in that case, there is no 
constraint on t in relation (50). On the other hand, in such case the method just described would 
be a very inefficient one since one could easily formulate a first order accurate method using very 
similar finite element spaces, for example, by using a mixed finite element method for the spatial 
variables with Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec elements of lowest order [12]. The analysis of such 
problems (in the time-independent case) was carried out by the author in Ref. [13]. 
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